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Just a second of one click, we can reach one another wherever in the world
we are. That is because this communicative society nowadays serves extreme speed without
frontier.
Regarded as a developed country, Thailand has brought into use of
communicative system in various ways, especially the Cooperative Full Pack Accounting
Software: FAS that is not inferior to any other civilized nations.
And now, the next step of integrated innovation is Remote Service System.
Everything will be prompt upon one click.
Mr. Singthong Chinnawornrungsee, Director-General of the Cooperative
Auditing Department (CAD) talks about the operational approach that FAS performed by
nearly 2,000 cooperatives gives a clear picture of self-improvement in potential and
readiness for a digital world.
Also, to meet the international standard this year (2011),CAD reinforces the
Information Technology (IT) System in terms of financial management by introducing
Remote Service System.
With CAD Software Center as a hub, the Remote Service System is able to
serve afar. Problem solving or directing can be done via one click with no need of longdistance travelling.
This can reduce not only travelling time and vehicle using, but also problem
complication happened in the past. Moreover, the government can economize on budget.
Service after installation is guaranteed and trusted, too.
Another further step at the moment is serviceable for thrift and credit
cooperatives using FAS by letting their members do transactions via banks’ATM, resulting in
wasting no time to reach the offices. Most happiness will be rendered to more than 10 million
networked cooperatives’ members for now.
This can count as one more success of accounting development in the digital
age. Capacity of Thai Cooperatives is enhanced to be equal to others.
Anyhow, awareness of applying IT and technology in an appropriate way is
suggested. Besides, aptness for cooperatives following His Majesty the King’s idea is
essential. So, beware of trendy exaggeration!!

